
 Direct Rebate Marketplace 
For Multifamily Builders on My HomeSphere Direct 

 

HomeSphere puts direct rebates within your reach through our Direct Rebate Marketplace.  

Ready to take your HomeSphere Rebate Program to the next level with Direct Rebate Management? We’ll 

do the heavy lifting and connect you with the right contact at a manufacturer to negotiate a direct contract 

and then lessen your load by providing the administration and management of your direct rebates. 

 

HomeSphere’s Direct Rebate Marketplace is your fast track to get started. Leverage over 20 years of 

HomeSphere’s unparalleled expertise with rebate management and access it today.  

 

 

 

Get started quickly and easily with direct rebates —  
Simply by accessing HomeSphere’s Direct Rebate Marketplace. 
 

Gain insight into trusted brands interested in negotiating direct contracts.  
Every manufacturer listed on our Direct Rebate Marketplace has indicated a strong interest in speaking with 
builders about direct rebates. For each brand, view their company profile and products available for rebates. 

 
Be instantly connected with the right contact to negotiate your direct rebate contract.  
When you spot a brand of interest while browsing the Direct Rebate Marketplace, simply click on their listing 
to launch their contact page. Reach out to this contact through email or phone and start up a direct rebate 
conversation. Repeat.  
 

Take a load off when HomeSphere manages your direct rebate relationships. 
After you have finalized a direct rebate contract with a manufacturer found through the Direct Rebate 
Marketplace, simply upload your contract with one click using My HomeSphere® Direct. Upload closings in 60 
seconds or less and then see all your direct invoices in one spot through our direct invoice tracker. Track the 
status of your direct rebate check and know when your check is on its way to you from the manufacturer.  
 

Interested in seeing the brands featured on the Direct Rebate Marketplace?  

Either log in using your username and password or you can request access.  
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